Three years, 20 sites and more to come!

Downforce Study: We compared automatic downforce control using DeltaForce® to two common fixed,
mechanical down-pressure settings.
Results: Across 19 locations* automatic downforce control improved yield by 2 bushels per acre vs.
heavy and by 16 bushels per acre for light.
We noted the following additional insights:
1. Additional downforce required as seeding depth
increases
2. Different tillage systems require different
amounts of row unit downforce
3. Central-fill planters require more downforce on
the wings to maintain adequate gauge-wheelto-ground contact.

Downforce applied (image left) to achieve gauge wheel weight (right image). It is evident that
individual row units must be adjusted independently from one another to ensure uniform depth control
while avoiding compaction in the row. Also, note system response to tillage wheel traffic seen at an
angle to planter pass.
Equipment Solution: R.O.I.? A 12-row White Planters™ VE Series planter equipped with the DeltaForce
automatic down-pressure system.
Payback: 733 acres of corn**

* Summary data from 19 of 20 crop tour sites throughout the Midwest over three crop years.
**Assumes 5-bushel-per-acre yield advantage at $3.5/bushel – option cost on a 9812VE planter
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Singulation Study: We modified seed disks to create doubles and skips in
side-by-side plots. The modified seed disc created seed spacing accuracy average of 94.7% vs. the
control at 99.9%. Seed singulation ultimately impacts plant-to-plant spacing.

Plugged Holes = Skips

Extra Holes = Doubles

Results: Across 17 sites* (three years), there was a 5bushel-per-acre yield advantage due to a 6.3%
improvement in seed singulation accuracy.
In the past three years of Crop Tour events, the White Planters 9800VE Series planters have averaged a
seed singulation accuracy of 99.6%. The correlation of singulation accuracy to yield loss has remained
consistent at 1% decline in singulation accuracy results in approximately 1 bushel per acre loss in yield.

Equipment Solution: White Planters VE Series planters equipped with vSet® meters and vDrive®.
Payback: $17.50 per acre improvement in profitability** Consider trade difference and number of acres
of corn grown to calculate acres required to pay for improved accuracy.

* Summary data from 17 crop tour sites throughout the Midwest over three crop years.
** Assumes 5 bushel per acre yield advantage at $3.50/bushel
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Results: Agronomists have long argued
that corn must be planted at least 1.5
inches deep for adequate nodal root
development.

Average Yield (2016-2018)
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Depth of Planting Study: Six different
planting depths were compared,
beginning at 1 inch and ending at 3.5
inches in half-inch increments.
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This study confirms that belief with yield results.
Planting just ½ inch shallower than the 1.5-inch minimum resulted in a 14bushel-per-acre yield loss on average across 16 crop tour location sites.*
Setting the proper depth to ensure seeds are placed in adequate moisture plays
an important role in emergence uniformity and subsequently yield. Our study
confirms planting no shallower than 1.5 inches and then into moisture is ideal.

White Planters display the planting depth in
inches. The depth control mechanism can be recalibrated as opener blades wear by adjusting
the bolt and jam nuts as shown in the photo at
right. Row unit disassembly and new parts are
not required to re-acquire true accuracy.

Equipment Solution: White Planters come standard
with the most accurate depth-control system in the
industry. Rows may be calibrated before the season so
that depth is accurate and known for all rows.
Payback: Up to $49 per acre improvement in profitability. ** Consider trade difference and number of
acres of corn grown to calculate acres required to pay for improved depth control.
* Summary data from 16 crop tour sites throughout the Midwest over three crop years.
** Assumes 14 bushel per acre average yield advantage when planting at least 1.5” deep compared to 1” deep at $3.50/bushel
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Seed to Soil Contact: At eight of the 20 Crop Tour plots* we measured yield impacts from closing wheel
aggressiveness.

Yield (Bushels/Acre)

Results: Closing wheel aggressiveness will always need to be adjusted to your soil type, tillage practices
and conditions at the time of planting.
Average Yield (2017-2018)
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the furrow in order to maximize
emergence.

Closing Wheel Alignment

Downforce

Closing Wheel Spacing

Confirmation

With the seed at depth and firmed into the soil the closing wheel pressure may be decreased to the
correct amount; this will help to avoid soil crusting, too. Closing wheel alignment is also very important
and needs to be checked and properly aligned to ensure furrow closing. Dig a cross section of the
furrow to confirm seed placement and furrow closure.
Equipment Solution: White Planters have easily adjustable closing wheel settings that can fit any
planting scenario. White Planters 9800VE Series planters come standard with mounting brackets that
make adding/replacing Keeton® Seed Firmers a simple task.
* Summary data from seven crop tour sites: Ionia, IA; Morning Sun, IA; Gladbrook, IA; Irwin, IA; Bement, IL; Union City, OH; Falls
City, NE.
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